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A Critical Task When Forming Collaborative Teams
There is no definitive list of which roles must be present on
teams. At a minimum, most teams designate one person as
the team leader or facilitator. Teams will often have a recorder
or note taker and usually a timekeeper. Many teams assign the
role of air traffic controller or process observer with the task
of monitoring the level of participation or observing how the
meetings were conducted. Teams may even add task-specific
roles such as summarizer or most responsible person in hopes
of making their team meetings more effective.

team but one of the most important roles on any team is that
of team leader.

Some teams may decide it’s best to separate roles. For example, a team might decide to establish distinct responsibilities
for both the facilitator and team leader. Others may decide to
combine roles like the recorder and timekeeper. The number
of roles often depends on the size and sophistication of the

There are many ways to organize the leadership of collaborative teams. Some schools designate a single person
who is responsible for facilitating all team meetings. Bob
Garmston refers to this approach as the professional facilitator. When schools organize their teams using a professional

Just as district success depends on the leadership
capability of superintendents, and school success
depends to a great degree on the leadership of
principals, the success of collaborative teams depends on the leadership capacity of team leaders.
- Eaker and Keating, 2009

facilitator, one person is designated as the facilitator and provided with extensive training. Professional facilitators manage
the team process and outcomes without bringing content into
the conversation. They remain neutral and focused on team
dynamics and process.
Another approach used in many schools is called the citizen
facilitator. When schools organize their teams using citizen facilitators, everyone is provided with some training and the responsibility for ensuring productive team meetings is shared.
Citizen facilitators are active participants in meetings, bring
their own voice into the conversation, and contribute ideas
and content while simultaneously managing and monitoring
the team’s dynamics and process. We encourage teams to foster a sense of interdependence between and among members
so in PLCs, most grade-level or content-area teams utilize the
citizen facilitator approach as a way to encourage everyone’s
involvement as active participants in team meetings.
With either approach, the team leader has similar responsibilities. Team leaders are responsible for developing the
agenda, establishing the purpose at the beginning of the
meeting, referring to the products or expected results,
recommending procedures for accomplishing the task, and
engaging every member in the process. They are also responsible for protecting the norms and summarizing “who
is doing what by when” at the end of each meeting.
Other important responsibilities of team leaders include
serving as the link between the team and the principal,
helping the team develop new ways of collaborating more
effectively, and maintaining the focus on accomplishing
the team’s goals around student learning. Of all the leader’s
responsibilities, perhaps the most important one is ensuring
that team members are clear on their roles and responsibilities. Each team member should understand what their role
is, what the responsibilities of that role entail, and how their
role contributes to the success of the team.
To be most effective, team leaders should review roles and
responsibilities on a regular basis. Occasionally, individuals take a back seat or expect others to complete important
tasks but team leaders can prevent this and enhance the
likelihood that members will fulfill their responsibilities
when the expectations for each role are clearly and carefully defined. According to Elizabeth Eyre, “When a team
is performing at its best, you’ll usually find that each team
member has clear responsibilities. Just as importantly,
you’ll see that every role needed to achieve the team’s goal
is being performed fully and well.”
The most effective teams have identified roles and
responsibilities that help team members avoid confusion and resentment. If team roles and responsibilities are not defined when teams begin working, the
effectiveness of team meetings suffers.
-Susan Sparks, 2015
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Team roles can change throughout the year—even from
one project to the next—but for a team’s most critical
activities, effective team leaders use a RASCI responsibility matrix to clearly articulate who is responsible for what.
An example of a RASCI responsibility matrix is available at
http://bit.ly/RASCImatrix.
Each letter of the ‘RASCI” acronym represents a different
responsibility. The letter ‘R’ designates who is responsible
for a specific task while the letter ‘A’ identifies who has
overall responsibility for the team’s productivity. An ‘S’
indicates which team members will be expected to provide
active support and ‘C’ clarifies who must be consulted on
the task. Finally, the letter ‘I’ indicates who must be informed of the status of the work (typically this is reserved
for the principal or department chair).
In a PLC, everyone shares responsibility and is mutually
accountable for the work but in reality, one person usually assumes the primary responsibility for completion
of a project, task or activity. Teams can create multiple
matrices; one for the roles in team meetings and others for
the roles associated with a specific task or activity but the
matrix identifies who’s in charge, who is filling a helping
role, who needs to know the status of the project and so
on. The process of completing a RASCI matrix compels the
team to articulate who is responsible for what and helps
team leaders accomplish the important task of clarifying
team roles and responsibilities.
When team members are unclear about their roles
and responsibilities, even the best teams find themselves off track and less productive.
-Susan Sparks, 2015
In order for collaborative teams to be successful, it is critical that team members have clearly defined roles within the
team structure. It is also important that team members understand, respect, and effectively carry out the responsibilities for each role. Using a RASCI matrix to establish roles
and responsibilities helps team leaders enhance productivity of team meetings. 
Dr. Tom Many is an author and consultant. His career in
education spans more than 30 years.
Susan Sparks is an educational consultant who helps teams
and districts develop more successful schools through facilitation, training and coaching.
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